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Dispatch No. 3

THE FINAL ASSAULT ON BERLIN
Russian General Justin Gnoratitzoff surrounds Berlin with a gazillion troops at his
disposal. The prize, the glory, the jewel of his career is within his grasp.
German General Simon von Simonsberg, with the remnants of a battered, worn down
Wehrmacht Army, with soldiers as young as 14 yrs old in the ranks, defends his
capital and his Fuhrer with stoic German determination and sheer bloody
mindedness.
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A view of the Russian forces concentrated on the East side Berlin.
The Fuhrer Bunker is in the centre. A difficult approach as the bridges across the rivers
Havel and Spree are heavily defended, and even protected by a dusting of mines.

The initial assault starts in the northern suburbs. Russian infantry take the approaches
to the Charlottenbrucke, the bridge over the Havel River, while their comrades destroy a
German defender in a residential area.
Note that the German defenders are already under strength, with only 3 figures to a
unit.
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German counter attack forces the Russians out of town and into neighbouring woods.
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A short lived victory though, as Russian close assaults from two sides eliminates the
defenders and the Russians re-occupy the buildings. It’s looking good for a renewed
push across the bridge, and taking on that defending anti-tank unit.
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Spoke too soon there. A German sniper arrives on the scene and vigorous attacks by
defenders out of the previously shattered buildings take their toll of Russians.
Not going as well as they thought, and although the Russians still hold the Northern
suburbs their troops have taken a serious knock.
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Over on the east bank the Russians hit up against a bottle neck. Infantry are pushing
through across the minefield towards the bridge. The two areas of ruined buildings
hamper the overall advance, especially as German troops with antitank weapons hold
the northern approaches to the bridge.

The minefield is not as strong as it could be, yet still compels the infantry to back off.
The German troops really had little hope, and acquitted themselves well, taking an
equal number of Russian attackers with them as they succumbed under the pressure.
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A fine aerial view and the bottle-neck of the bridge can be clearly seen. The minefield
and the ruined buildings are slowing down the infantry advance, and the tanks can only
approach the bridge by crossing the minefield.
A Russian engineer unit, which could have cleared the minefield, is too far away to be
of any use. They have crossed the river into the southern suburbs to assist the assault
in that section.

The engineers assault a wooded defensive position
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Russian infantry infiltrate through the ruins, cross the bridge and are in a position to
close assault the Fuhrer Bunker. More infantry follow in support, negotiating the
minefield.

Oh dear.

A determined defence by the SS beat off the Russian assault attempt, and with that the
attack stalled. The southern suburbs assault also had not met with great success.
The Germans were tenacious defenders, being whittled down, yet hanging on.
The loss of the Russian infantry assaulting the bunker put the medal count to 6 – 6.
The victory conditions specified for the scenario are 9 medals for Russians and 6 for
Germans.
So, a German victory.
Russian General Justin Gnoratitzoff is on the first Yak home to face the roth of a
displeased Stalin.
German General Simon von Simonsberg receives the Iron Cross 1st Class with Oak
Leaves, feted as the defender of Berlin, and has Rheine Maidens swooning at his feet.
Signing off,

Fred the Obscure
Acknowledgement goes to arturopala for this scenario – “The Final Stage – to the Centre of Berlin”,
posted on the Memoir ’44 website - Scenarios from the Front.

